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HAFS AL-QUTl'S PSALMS IN ARABIC RAGAZ METRE 
(9TH CENTURY): 

A D I S C U S S I O N O F T R A N S L A T I O N S F R O M T H R E E P S A L M S 

iPS. 5 0 , I AND 2 ) ' 

A. S C H I P P E R S — Amsterdam 

The difficulty of translating the Psalms in a satisfactory manner with
out the loss of the poetic sense of the original Hebrew has been stressed 
by more than one medieval author. The famous medieval Italian poet 
Dante Alighieri (1266-1321) noticed in his Convivio that the original 
poetic qualities of the Psalms declined when they were translated from 
one language into another, and then again into another language^: 

'And know therefore that nothing which is harmonised by musical ties can 
be transposed from one language into another without breaking its sweet
ness and harmony. And this is the reason that Homer's works have not 
been translated from Greek into Latin, like the other writings of the Greek 
that have come down to us. And this is the reason also that the verses of the 
Psalms are without music and harmony, because they have been translated 
from Hebrew into Greek and then from Greek into Latin, and in the first 
translation all that sweetness became less.' 

Dante was not an isolated case. Before him Moses ibn Ezra (1055-
1138) who lived in Spain and wrote there his famous treatises on 
Hebrew poetry in judeo-Arabic, expressed himself in nearly the same 
way. In the chapter in his Book of Discussion and Memorization^ about 
the loss of the Hebrew language he remarks: 

'The splendor \rawnaq\ of the [Hebrew] language was lost because of 
neglect |/,i^/a/|. People considered it insufficient because of its small 

' M.-T. URVOY, LC P.sdiilier de Hafs le Golh, edition el Inuhiclion. Universile de 
Toulouse-le Mirail 1994. 

- E pero sappia ciascuno che nulla cosa per legame musaico amionizzata si puo de la 
sua loqucla in altra transmutare sanza rompere luUa sua dolcezza e armonia. E questa e la 
cagione per che Omero non si mulo di greco in latino come Taltre scritture che avemo da 
loro. E questa e la cagione per che i versi del Salterio sono sanza dolcezza di musica e 
d'armonia; die essi furono transmutati d'ebreo in greco e di greco in latino, e ne la prima 
transmutazione lutta quella dolcezza venne meno.' (Convivio I: VII; Milano, 1952, p. 41) 

' Kiidh ul-Muhddara wa'l-Miiddkura 23v. [quotations from the Bodleiana Ms. 
Neuliaucr no. 1974). in: A.S. HAI.KIN (cd.), Sefer Iw-lyyimim we-ha-Diyyiinim: Litter 
DiscKsxioni.s el Commemorulionis (Fueliea Hehraica), Jerusalem 197S/ 57.^5 (contains 
also a translation into Hebrew); and by MONTSERRAT ABUMALHAN MAS. Madrid (Consejo 
Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas) 1985 [1: edicion], 1986 [II: traduccionj. 
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vocabulary'* and the scarcity of what was left in our hands. Then it was 
translated into both of the languages Arabic and Latin, and then into 
Aramaic [al-Suiydni]. In one language exist nouns and verbs which arc 
missing in the other so that the translator is forced to borrow words with 
a figurative meaning and to use metonymies which are close to the 
meaning, although not representing it exactly, to convey the meanings so 
that the original beauty and the essence on which they are built disap
pears, for it is impossible that nouns, conjunctions and that sort of things 
are the same in all the languages. 

About his ragaz poem of the Psalms, Hafs al-Qutl notes correctly 
that: 

[75.] In one language there are things for which in another lan
guage there are no nouns: 

[76.] Every saying translated into another language becomes dif
ferent from its original form in poetry. 

But someone to whom the meanings are clear must be on intimate 
terms with the most important nouns and have no disharmony with the 
way they are put together, because what is really sought for in the sci
ences is their meanings. And Galen says in the treatise called Afdal al-
Haya'dt [The most eminent bodies]: "The discrepancy of the peoples in 
giving names is a thing that one cannot be reproached for, for everyone 
calls things as he wants to. We would be better to look at the concep
tions we are discussing, not at the names themselves.' The same argu
ment is repeated in many of his books and in the third treatise of his Al-
'ilal wa-'l-a'rdd [Diseases and Symptoms]. 

In the days of my youth in one of the places where I grew up, one of 
the outstanding lawyers of the Muslims, whose confident and trustwor
thy friend I was, asked me if I would be so kind as to recite the Ten 
Commandments in the Arabic language. I understood his intention: he 
wanted to show the inadequacy of its eloquence. Then I asked him to 
recite the opening chapter of his Koran (fdtihat qur'dni-hi) in the Latin 
language, because he belonged to those who spoke it and understood it. 
And when he prepared himself to transpose it into that language, its 
sound became disgusting and the way the words were placed together 

•* This is not only a common topic (cf. I. ZWIEP, Aristotle. Galen. God. A Short His
tory of Medieval Jewish Linguistic Thought, Amslcrdam 199.'i, pp. 194. 200), bul also 
reality. Anyone who compares the root combinations in the diclionary Lisdn al-'Arah by 
Ibn Manzur (d. 1311) with those occurring in the Concordance of Tanati can see Ihat the 
Arabic root combinations are far more numerous. This is what Moses ibn Ezra had in 
mind. 
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ugly. Then he inderslood my intention and asked me forgiveness for 

what he had asked me.' 
In his book Moses ibn Ezra quotes many lines of Arabic poetry as 

examples of versification in Andalusian Hebrew poetry. Most of these 
lines are quotations taken from Oriental Arabic Poetry, but three come 
from Andalusian Arabic poetry. Two of these three derive from Hafs al-
QutT's Christian Translation of the Psalms into Arabic /a^oz-verses, 
among which is the one mentioned above illustrating the difficulty of 
translating poetry''. The quotations by Moses ibn Ezra show how impor
tant this 9th century Translation was, one of the three Christian transla
tions into Arabic known in this time*'. The sources give insight, on the 
one hand, into how rapidly Christians were arabized, i.e. in the 9th cen
tury, and, on the other hand, how long Latinity lasted, even in the 11th 
century''. 

Hafs al-QutT's work was the fruit of an already firmly established ara-
bization among the Christians in his time. In a Latin text named Indicu-
liis Luminosus, reportedly written by his father or grandfather, Alvaro 
[Albar] showed how the Christians were attracted to Arabic poetry far 
more than to the Latin equivalent. Alvaro deplored how the Christians 
devoted themselves to Chaldaic [=Arabic] poetry and neglected Latin: 

'Alas! the Christians do not know their own law and the Latins pay no 
attention to their own tongue, so that in the whole community of Christ 
there can scarcely be found one man in a thousand who can send letters of 
greeting properly to his fellow. While there are found crowds of people 
who can produce learnedly Chaldaic [=Arabic] parades of words so Ihat 
they adorn their final phrases with the bond of a single letter in metrical 
fashion '**. 

^ For llic oilier quotation, see Moses ibn Ezra, Kilai') al-Muhddara wa'l-Miulakara 
I28r.; speaking about niuqdhala 'antithesis', Moses ibn Ezra indicates that this figure of 
speech occurs also in the Holy writ (wa-fi -l-nass min-hii kalir. wa-hwa: haleqn 
niahainu'ol /)/n' u-qeral) liliho ..etc. = Ps 54 [551: 22). saying afterwards that this was also 
Hafs al-QulT's intention in translaling this verse, and he succeeded in combining parono
masia and antithesis, although he was neglectful in his other translations Cald'azlm sahwi-
lii fi gayri-hi). Moses ibn Ezra's judgement, however, did not take into consideration the 
changes lext underwent due to poor transmission. 

'' Cf C. BiiRNETT. The Translation Activity in Medieval Spain, in S.K. JAYYUS;, ed.. 
The Legacy of Muslim Spain. Leiden 1992, p. 1037; M-T. URVOY, Op. Cil., Introduction. 
Camilla Adang kindly drew my attention to a mention of Christian Bible Translation 
Activity in Alphonsc X the Wise's Primera Cronica General. 

About the dilTerenl theories of bilingualism in al-Andalus, see O. ZWARTJF.S. The 
Andalusian Xarja-s: Poetry at the Crossroads of Two Systems?, Nijmegen 199.5. pp. \5-
27. 

" Cf D. J. WASSERSTHIN, A Latin Lament on the Prevalence of Arabic in Ninth-Cen
tury Islamic Cordoba, in; A. JONES (ed.), Arabicusfeli.v. Luminosus Briiannicus. Essays 
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In this text, Alvaro exhibited a good acquaintance with Arabic poetry 
and metre. Hafs al-QutI had devoted himself entirely to the Arabic ragaz 
metre which true Arab poets considered to be inferior. He explained, 
however, why this was the best metre for rendering into Arabic the orig
inal poetic flavour of the Psalms. 

His Psalm translation has two introductions in prose, as well as an 
introduction in ragaz poetry in which he defends why the Psalms must 
be translated in poetry and not in prose: 

17. They are psalms that are sung in the churches: the most delicate 
singing that can fall in your ears; 

18. More touching than the melody of female singers and sweeter than 
the groaning of camels 

19. Or the complaint of the lute and the tlute and every other kind of 
sound. 

20. The Psalm book makes the insensible and cruel heart lender and 
makes praiseworthy tears flow; 

24. They are all in a foreign language and the original version has an 
elaborate metre. 

25. They are in a fine and regular measure perceived by an expert in 
melodies. 

26. The original metre looks nearly like Arabic ragaz and is subdi
vided in the same way. 

28. Whosoever took the risk to translate it into prose would hurt its 
poetry and its interpretation. 

29. It would make the style of its discourse absurd, and would take 
away the elegance of its versification. 

30. If he tries to reproduce its verses in Arabic word after word, it will 
indeed make the impression of someone inexperienced. 

Hafs al-Qutl 's discourse about the fitness of the ragaz metre continues 
some twenty lines, comparing ragaz metre to western metres like 
iambus' . Then he expounds on the difficulties of translation: 

73. Sometimes it is possible in a foreign tongue to pui first what is not 
first. 

75. In one language there are things for which in another language 
there are no nouns; 

76. Every saying translated into another language becomes different 
from its original form in poetry. 

77. The meanings of verbs and nouns are not like bodies and colours 
which have exclusive names, not possible to inlerprete otherwise. 

79. I have translated every word con,serving its place in the translation. 

in Honour of A. F. L. Beeston on his Eightieth Birthday, Oxford University 1991. 
pp. 1-7. 

' Actually D.M. DUNLOP, Hafs ibn Alhar — the last of the Goths?, JRAS 148, 19.54. 
compared the raja: metre with the iambic trimeter senarius. 
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In the introduction there is also a historical note which reveals how 

popular the poet 's undertaking was at the time: 

104. All people have encouraged me and have exerted pressure on me 

105. Because they have seen a recompense and a salary; they thought it 

contained a treasure of rewards, 

106. With the pennission of the best bishop of the church, Valens. man 

of great qualities. 

127. This is written in the era of Christ, the master of the souls which 

are on the path most right. 
128. In the year 889 with the help of the AUiTiighty and Glorious Lord. 
129. The servant of God Hafs has translated them and they are complete 

and their text is correct. 

130. He hopes for the reward from the Creator and for the thanks and 

the prayers of the reader. 

After these quotations and translations of theoretical and historical 

interest from Hafs al-QutT's work, we turn to an investigation of a small 

piece of Hafs al-Qutl's Christian Psalm Translation into Arabic, com

paring them with the Hebrew original on the one hand and the Jewish 

Psalm Translation by Sa'adyah Ga'on (892-942; bom in Fayyum, 

Egypt; lived in Bagdad) into Arabic on the other. It must be taken into 

consideration that Hafs' translation is not directly based upon the 

Hebrew, but upon translations into Latin by Saint Jerome (347-420)'", 

and possibly on a mixture of three of his translations, the Psalteriuin 

Romanum (composed 384), the Psalterium Gallicanum (composed in 

Palestine in 389-90) and Psalterium ex hebraico (composed from 390-

9 1 ) " . The latter was directly derived from the Hebrew and seems to 

dominate in Hafs' rendering of the Psalms. We will try to determine how 

far his ragaz text of one passage deviates from the original, as compared 

with the two other translations. The passage is chosen arbitrarily namely, 

the first four verses of Psalm 50 (Christian order) or 51 (Hebrew order), 

not considering the prose introduction, i.e., starting with verse 3 of the 

Hebrew version. According to the tradition, these verses were sung by 

king David when he asked forgiveness from God after the prophet 

Nathan reproached him his relation with Bath Seba". After that we will 

proceed to the analysis of the translations of Psalms 1:1-2 and 2: 1-3; 

11-12. 
'" In the Arabic preface of Hafs' translation called Yarunim. 
" Cf. M.-T. URVOY, 'Introduction', Le Psautier de Hafs le Goth, V; P.S. VAN KON-

INCiSVEi.D, Psalm 150 of the translation by Hafs ibn Albar al-Qutl (fl. 8fi9 A.D. /?l) in the 
Glossurium latino-arabicum of the Leiden University Library, Bibliotheca Orienlatis 29, 
1972, pp. 277-280; idem. The Latin-Arabic Glossary of the Leiden University Library, 
Leiden 1977, pp. 52-54. 
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First, we will give the Hebrew followed by a traditional English ren
dering (based upon the King James version which is to be found in the 
translation of the American Bible Society 1856). After that, we will pro
ceed to a comparison of the Arabic prose translation of Sa'adyah Ga'on 
which was translated directly from the Hebrew, with the metrical Arab 
translation of Hafs al-QutI translated from the Hebrew via Saint 
Jerome's translation into Latin. The focus will be on two aspects: faith
fulness and conciseness without adding and padding; and Semitism, i.e., 
the frequency of Arabic words which are from the same root as the 
Hebrew original. 

Psalm 50 according to Hafs'^ [=51 according to Sa'adyah Ga'on'^]: 

3. Honne-ni elohim ke-hasde-kha/ 

Ke-robh rahame-kha mehe feSa ay.// 

3. Have mercy upon me, o God, according to thy loving-kindness/ 
According unto the multitude of thy tender mercies, blot out my 
transgressions// 

HQ 11. Lahumma fa-rham-nl bi-hasbi ruhmi-ka//-c-/-c-/c-c-// 

wa-mhu dunubl bi-katlri hanni-ka//-cc-/-cc-/c-c-// 

SG 3. allahumma raf-ni bi-ihsani-ka/ 
wa-mhu dunubl bi-katrat rahmati-ka//. 

4. Herebh kabbese-ni me-'oni/ 
u-me-hattati tahare-ni.// 

4. Thoroughly wash me from mine iniquity/ 
and from my sin cleanse me// 

HQ 2. Wa-gsil sadlda say'ati wa-naqqi-nl//-c-/c-c-/c-c-// 
Min-ad-dunubl kulli-ha wa-nag|i-ni//c-c-/c-c-/c-c-// 

SG 4. Wa-asri'naqqi-nT min danbi,/ 
Wa-tahhir-ni min hatlyati// 

5. Ki fesa'ay ani eda' / 
We-hattati negdi tamid.// 

5. For my transgressions I acknowledge/ 
And my sin is before me ever//. 

HQ 3. fa-inna-nl mu'tarifun bi-zulmT//c-c-/-cc-/c-// 
wa-la yazalu 'aridan li itml//c-c-/c-c-/—// 

'2 M.-T. URVOY, Le Psautier de Hafs le Goth, p. 87. 
'•̂  Tehillim 'i/n largum we-pents hag-ga'on rabbenu Sa'adyah hen Yosef Fayyiiini, tr. 

into Hebrew, expl. and ed. by Y. KAFAH, Jerusalem 1966 [5726], p. 138. 
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SG 5. fa-innT mu'tarifun bi-|urumT/ 
wa-halTyati hida'i dayiman] 

6a. Le-kha le-bhadde-kha hatati / 
We-ha-ra' be-'ene-kha asiti.// 

6a. Against thee, thee only, have I sinned/ 
And this evil in thy sight have I done.// 

HQ 4. ilay-ka wahdi-ka la-qad adnabtu//c-c-/c-c-/—// 
wa-"inda-ka -l-ma'tama qad rakibtu//c-c-/-cc-/c—// 

SG 6a. aqulu laka wahdi-ka: ahtaytu/ 
wa-'aiTialtu 's-sarr bayna yaday-ka// 

Our first remark about Hafs al-QQtT's translation in metre concerns the 

metre itself; the basic foot ought to be mustafilun (—c-/ or c-c-/ or -cc-/), 

although we see some deviations at the end of the verse. The two half-

verses rhyme with each other, the rhyme changing with each verse. This 

is usual. The effect is praiseworthy, because each verse in Hafs' transla

tion closely corresponds with a verse in the Hebrew, which usually con

tains a parallelism. Each half-verse corresponds with the first or last half 

of that parallelism. Sa'adyah Ga 'on 's translation is also fairly true and 

respects the parallelism. With regard to the word for word faithfulness of 

the text as well to its Semitism, we see in both translations the use of the 

same roots in Arabic and in Hebrew. 

To begin with line 1[3]; in both translations we find Elohim translated 

with Ldhumma respectively Alldhumma, words corresponding with the 

Semitic root 'L//'"* indicating 'God ' . Both translations use the Arabic 

root IWHW for the Hebrew root equivalent MHh ['blotting out, wiping 

out ' ] . Hafs ' translation has Arabic root equivalents -rham- and ruhm- for 

the Hebrew rahqme- 'mercy, compassion'; and the Arabic root HNN-

corresponds to the Hebrew root //NA/-'mercy'. 

Line 2[4]: in this line Sa'adya Ga'on uses the following root, reminis

cent from the Hebrew: Arabic tahhir- corresponding with Hebrew 

tahare- [ 'cleanse'] and Arabic hatlyati corresponding with Hebrew 

hattdti ['my sin '] . Both translators use duniibi and danbi ['my sins' , 'my 

sin'] in line I [3] and 2[4], and naqqi-ni ['cleanse me ' ] in line 2[4] with

out having root equivalent in the Hebrew original. 

Line 3[5]; again Sa'adyah has hatlyati, reminiscent of Hebrew hattdti. 

Both use mu'tarifun ['I recognise'] as a translation of eda' ['I know'] . 

Line 4[6a]: Sa'adyah's translation ahhtaytu corresponds with the 

same Hebrew root hatati. 
••̂  Semitic roots are represented with capitals. 
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Both translations are relatively concise and have a number of Semitic 
words in common with the Hebrew, although Hafs did not even know 
Hebrew. Hafs al-Quti's case proved that a metrical translation needs no 
excessive padding but can be faithful, word for word. 

That sometimes a metrical translation turns out to be extended and 
free is shown by the translation of Psalm 50 into Italian terzinas, 
wrongly attributed to Dante Alighieri, which we will present here in 
conclusion'^. The numbers which precede the verses are our own, given 
to indicate which lines correspond with the Arabic translations and the 
original Hebrew; the underlined words are paddings; the italicized 
words are slightly odd renderings of the original Hebrew, perhaps 
because the Latin of the Vulgate served as an intermediary: 

1. O SignoT mio, o padre di Concordia, 
io priego le per la tua gran pietate, 
ti degni aver di me misericordia. 
E pur per la infinita tua bontate 
priego, Signor, che tu da me discacci 
ogni peccato et ogni iniquitate. 

2. io prego ancora, che mondo mi facci/ 
da ogni colpa mia et inguistiziaj 
e che mi guardi da gli occulti laccij 

3. poi che conosco ben la mia malizia:/ 
e sempre il mio peccato ho ne la mente,/ 
Io qual con me s 'e fin dalla puerizia. 

4. In te ho io peccato solamente; 
et ho commesso il male in tuo cospetto, 
[ ] 

The overwhelming baroqueness of this Italian translation, which in 
my view does not seem to be very medieval, remains in clear contrast to 
the sober and concise translations by Hafs and Sa'adyah Ga'on. Hafs' 
translation does not seem to have suffered from the fact that it is not ren
dered from the Hebrew; rather, it has the same merits as Sa'adyah's 
translation which did come directly from the Hebrew. 

If we look at Ps. 1 -2 however, we get a quite different impression than 
we got with Ps. 50[51], because the translation by Hafs al-QutI this time 
is more prolix than the translation by Sa'adya Ga'on. And again, Hafs al-
Qutl doesnot respect the original parallellism, whereas Sa'adya does so'^ 

'^ Dante Alighieri, Rime, Milano 1952, p. 162. 

"• Cf. I am grateful for remarks in a letter of 9.12.96 made by Andras Hamori (Prince
ton University) about SG's faithful rendering of parallelisms. 
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Psalm 1 
1. Asre ha-is asher Io halakh be-'esat resa'im/ 

u-be-derekh hatta'im Io 'amad/ 
u-be-mosab lesim Io yasab// 

1 Blessed [is] the man that walketh not in the counsel of the 

ungodly,/ 
and in the way of sinners standeth not, 
and in the seat of the scornful siueth not. 

L HQ; Qad aflaha al-mar'u -UadT lam yadhab[i]//—c-/—c-/—c-// 
FT ra'yi a.h\\-\-guTm\ fi'la-nmdnibi//—c-/—c-/—c-// 
Wa-lam yaqum 'ala sabili l-atmati*//c-c-/c-c-/—c-// 
wa-la yakun yagisu bayita-l-zalmati*l/c-c-l-cc-/—c-// 
fi maq'adi l-izra'i wa-1-tadahT//—c-/—c-/c—/I 

1. SG; Huba imrin lam yasluk fi maswarat al-fasiqln 
wa-fi turuq al-hati^n lam yaqif 
wa-fi mahaclir al-duhah lam yaglis 

Although Hafs translates fairly literally in the first verse, the pieces 
underlined by us are superflous repititions or additions, or only for met
rical considerations. Except for the word hdti'in mentioned by SG there 
are no semitisms. SG renders Hebrew lesim [KJ 'scornful ones'] by Ara
bic duhdt ['cunning, shrewd or prudent ones']. HQ uses two words to 
translate lesim, translating it with two abstract nouns: izrd' [IV] ['con
temning, scorning'] and taddhl [VI] ['pretending to be smart and cun
ning']. SG and HQ have in common that they use both a word of the 
root DHW / DHY. This gives another nuance of the meaning: 'pretend 
to be wise' instead of 'scornful'. 

2. Ki im-be-lorat Adonay liefso/ 
U-be-torat yehgeh yomam wa-Iaylah// 

2. But in the law of the LORD [is] his delight; 
and in his law doth he meditate day and night. 

2. HQ; Lakin[nal hawa-hu fi kitabi 1-lahi//—c-/—c-/—// 
kana, wa-fi-hi taliyan muraddidan//-cc-/—c-/c-c-// 
nahara-hu wa-layla-hu mugtahidan//c-c-/c-c-/-cc-// 

2. SG; Bal yakun fi sara'i'alLah muradu-hu 
wa-fr tawrati-hi yadrus al-nahar ma'a [l]-layl. 

Here SG tries to stick to the original word order: in the phrase 'But in 
the law of the LORD [is] his delight' his translation of 'his delight' 
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[niurddu-hu] stands in the right place. Instead, HQ changes the word 
order of the Hebrew original 

SG translates God's Law in two different manners, first with .sara'i' 
['Laws'], and the second time with Tawrati-hi ['His Book, called 
Torah']. He explains the difference in rendering of the Hebrew word 
Torah in his comment, because in his view the Law itself is not studied 
day and night, but God's Book. 

HQ gives only once a full translation of Torah in the sense of Kitdb al-
Ldh ['The Book of God']. The second time he refers to it whhfi-hi ['in 
it']. For 'studying' HQ uses three synonymous participles [taliyan murad-
didan.. .mugtahidan = 'reciting, repeating, working hard'] as against SG's 
more literal translation of the imperfect tense [Arabic yadrus for Hebrew 
yehgeh]. It appears clearly that HQ uses more space because he has to 
comply with the metre, but he still remains a faithful translator. 

Psalm 2. 

1. Lammah ragesu goyim/ 
U-le'ummim yehgu riq// 

1 Why do rage the heathen,/ 
and the people imagine a vain thing?// 

HQ 1. Mada la-hu sa-tafza'u 1-aqwamu//—c-/c-c-/—// 

wa-tabrumu -1-qaba'ilu l-'izamu//c-c-/c-c-/c—II 

SG I. Li-ma-da daggat-1-milalu / 
wa-1-umam darasat al-muhal// 

In the translation of this verse Sa'adya Ga'on respects the parallelism, 
while HQ does not do so. This has of course to do with Arabic grammar, 
HQ being in the word order closer to Arabic grammar. The 'Gentiles' or 
'Peoples' mentioned are rendered edaquately by both, but differently. 
The verbs in the two parts of the verse are rendered more inconectly by 
HQ with the Arabic tafza'u ['being scared'], and tabrum ['twisting, 
twining, shaping round']. 

SG translates Hebrew ragesu ['raged, were excited'] more or less cor
rectly ['were noisy'], and renders yehgu in accordance with his rendition 
of yehgeh in Ps. 1:2 namely darasat 'learned, studied'. He translates riq 
['vainly'] with al-muhal, ['absurd, impossible']. HQ does not translate 
the word riq as such, but tries to include its notion in his verbal rendi
tion. SG's rendering of [le'jummim by umam takes into account the 
Semitic root 'MM. 
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2. Yityassebu inalkhe-eres/ 
We-rozenim nosedu yahad/ 
'Al Adonay we-'al Mesiho// 

2 Set themselves the kings of the earth/ 
And the rulers take counsel together,/ 
against the LORD, and against his anointed//, [saying], 

HQ 2. a-haiilan wa-hulafa'u -l-'amri//c-c-/c*cc-/—// 
sawfa yaqCimuna qiyama -l-kufri//-cc-/-cc-/—// 
ma'a-l-muluki wa-wulati-l-amri//c-c-/c*cc-/—// 
imtraddidima kullu-hum li-l-fikrillc-c-lc-c-t—// 
'ala hilafi 1-rabbi wa-l-masihi,/c-c-/—c-/c—// 
inasihi-hi-l-muqaddasi^^ l-lmashuhi.lc-c-lc-c-l—•// 

SG 2. Intasaba muluk al-ard/ 
wa-l-wuzara' -'tasabu agma'in/ 
'ala -l-Lah wa-'ala masihi-hi// 

With respect to this verse it is immediately clear that HQ needs twice 
more space in order to render the biblical meaning. Again SG is more 
concise and respects the parallelism. The verbal tenses in both transla
tions are different. SG translates with the Perfect and HQ with the 
Future. In his Arabic rendering SG tries to approach the original Hebrew 
sound by translating Hebrew yityassebu with Arabic intasaba/ -'tasabu. 
HQ adds to the last part of the verse ['against the LORD, and against his 
anointed']: masllii-ln-l-muqaddasi l-lmasbUhi ['The Messiah of the 
Praiseworthy Holy Place']. 

3. Nenatteqah et-moserotemo/ 
We-naSIikhah mimennu 'abotemo// 

3 Let us break their bands asunder,/ 
And cast away their cords from us.// 

HQ 3. Iqta' bi-na habla-ha fa-yaiiqati'uH—c-/-c-c/-cc-// 
rayqu-ha 'an-na rm'sLn fa-yandafi'u.ll-c—/-c-c/-cc-// 

SG 3. Yaqiiluna nabtur 'an-na asarati-hima/ 
Wa-natruh i'nata-huma, 
Ya'nuna amra-humd wa nahya-humd 

" For metrical reason I vocalised this word in another manner than M.T. Urvoy in her 
edition. The a.sterics (*) in the texts indicate metrical problems. 
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Both translations of verse 3 are concise. SG has a line extra, saying: 
'They mean with it: their orders and their prohibitions.' His first word 
YaqulUna ['They said'] explains who are the speakers. SG has this kind 
of explanatory additions in more than one place. SG's translation of the 
archaic Hebrew [Plural] suffix -emo with an Arabic dual i.e. -humd 
[referring to God and his Mesiah] tries to connect both sounds. HQ's 
iranAaiion fa-yanqati'u etc. ['So that the falsehood is broken from us'] 
is a description rather than a literal translation. 

11. 'Ibdu et-Adonay be-yir ah/ 
We-gilu bi-r'adah// 

11. Serve the LORD with fear,/ 
and rejoice with trembling.// 

HQ II fa-'budu 
rabba-kum bi-hawfi-hi wa-maggidu//-c-c/-c-c/-C-// 
Murta'idlna //-cc-/c-c-/—// 

SG 11. U'budu-l-Lah bi-hawf/ 
wa-rhabu-hu bi-ra'dah // 

It is clear that HQ has enjambements: in the middle of a verse he con
tinues with the next verse. In this verse we have in both Arabic transla
tions Semitisms i.e. the rendition of Hebrew 'ibdu with [u]'budu and 
Hebrew re'adah with Arabic ra'dah [SG] and murtadi'ina [HQ]. Inter
esting is the remark of SG's comment about his translation Wa-rhabu 
['And be frightened'] of Hebrew We-gilH ['Rejoice']. As in the case of 
the Arabic verb tariba, he supposes for Hebrew gil an "Uberbegriff" 
which means 'to be moved with joy, grief or fear'. One has to say, the 
traditional rendering 'rejoice with trembling' is somewhat contradictory. 

12. Nassequ-bar pen ye'anef/ 
We-tobedu derekh/ 
Ki-yib'ar ki-m'at appo/ 
Asre kol-hose bo//. 

12 Kiss the Son, lest he be angry,/ 
And ye perish [from] the way,/ 
When his wrath is kindled but a little./ 
Blessed [are] all they that put their trust in him.// 

HQ 12 wa-'budu amhadan//-cc-/c-c-/—// 
kay la yakuna sahitan i'radan,//—c-/c-c-/—// 
fa-tahliku 'an il-sirati dulalan//c-c-/c-c-/c*cc-// 
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hTna yakunu sahatu-hu musta'ilan//-cc-/-c—/c—// 
fa-'inda-ha aflaha man raga-hu//c-c-/-c—lc—// 
wa-lam takun tiqatu-hu siwa-hullc-c-lc*cc-lc—// 

SG 12. Tasallahu niqa'an li-ta'ati-hi/ 
kay-la yagidu 'alay-kum fa-tabidu ahwalu-kum,/ 
ida -sta'ala'an qalilin gasbu-hu fi-kum/ 
fa-tuba kulli man istakanna ilay-hi.// 

This line is interesting especially in view of the rendering of the first 
words, which are in Hebrew: naSsequ bar, translated in KV with: 'Kiss 
the Son'. But in both medieval translations, SG as well as HQ, the word 
bar in translated not as 'Son', but in its meaning of 'clean, pure'. The ren
dering of SG and HQ's translations in English would be: 'arm yourselves 
purely' [SG], and 'worship as pure ones' [HQ]. From verse 7 ['I will 
declare the decree: the LORD hath said unto me. Thou [art] my Son; this 
day have I begotten thee'] already appeared, that SG does not like a literal 
translation of 'My son', since God can not have a son in the literal sense. 

SG translation tabldu ahwdlu-kum ['your situations will perish'] tries 
to represent the sound of the Hebrew tobedu, although the verbal tabldu 
is not related to the same Semitic as its Hebrew counterpart. 

In the next part of the verse, HQ' translation does not render Hebrew 
ki-m'at ['but a little']. The last part ['Blessed [are] all they that put their 
trust in him'] is rendered by both in different words but with the same 
meaning. HQ has an addition which is not in the original Hebrew Psalm: 
'His trust will be but in him'. 

Conclusion. 

We would like to characterize both translators as follows. Generally 
HQ translates reasonably accurate, but sometimes he allows himself a 
greater space, extending the text with synonymes and additions, proba
bly by the constraint of the metre. Psalm 50[5l] does not offer a repre
sentative image about his manner of translating. Apparently due to this 
Psalm's subject (guilt and confession), the verses of his translation of it 
parallel more or less exactly the Hebrew original. However, in our par
tial analysis of the Psalms 1 and 2, we come to the conclusion that here 
the situation is slightly different, there are less Semitisms in his transla
tion than in Psalm 50[51], and in the Psalms 1 and 2 there are even 
enjambements so that HQ's lines do not correspond precisely with the 
lines of the Hebrew original. 
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SG's translations offer another ca.se: his translation usually pursues 
the literal meaning and sequence of the Hebrew words, even in his ren
dering of the antithetic parallelisms or chiasmus. However, he some
times adds to the texts references to the speaking personae (e.g. God or 
the Heathen, the Gentiles), saying 'He said' or 'they said'. In his com
ments he explains sometimes translations which are loo free, specially 
when anthromorpomisms of God are concerned (cf. Psalm 2: 7). As far 
as Semitisms are concerned, he uses some in his translations, sometimes 
he chooses an Arabic word whose sound is a reminiscent of the Hebrew 
original, even when the Semitic origin of the word is not the same"*. 
Usually he does not add additional words or sentences in his transla
tions. 

A remark about both medieval translations with regard to Psalm 2:12 
in which the Christian as well as the Jewish translation of the Hebrew 
word bar (HQ as well as SG) have the same purport, amhddan (HQ) and 
niqd'an (SG) both meaning 'as pure ones' as against later traditions who 
render bar with 'Son'. Instead of the modern translations ('Kiss the Son. 
lest he be angry'], both medieval traditions have a translation which 
means more or less 'Arm your selves with a pure [heart], lest he be 
anger'. This may indicate that the two medieval translations, in a way, 
are offsprings of one tradition. 

Cf. also ^.. u.au Ps. 18:12. SG tran.slales ,i?ow; al-sawiihiq, and thu.s retains the flavour ol 
the original wordings: 'abe sehdqiin, although the Semitic roots and meanings arc dilTcr-
ent. In Ps. 146: 9 SG has the Arabic translation ya'dud. He tries to imitate the original 
ye'odcd. 
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